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About us 

At Briggs + Walker, we believe in the beauty of human interaction and the power of technology 
to perfect it. New customers demand and deserve better ways to be served, and our digital 
solutions support you to do just that. In fact, the entire industry of F2F fieldmarketing can – and 
should be – more aligned, more flexible, more reliable, and even more fun. 

Since 2012, we’ve been creating smart solutions for commercial organizations, charities, and 
field sales agencies to increase conversions and safely process millions of signup transactions 
across many countries. With the Location Manager, Campaign Manager, and the Field App, 
agencies and clients get even more control over their field sales campaigns. 

We’ll keep looking at change as an opportunity to innovate our way into a more efficient and 
smarter world. By simplifying processes through automation, living up to the latest privacy and 
compliance standards, and delivering growth across all metrics, we’re laying the groundwork for 
a sustainable field sales ecosystem. And that benefits agencies, charities, commercial 
organisations, municipalities – and ultimately, consumers. 

Team B+W 
Fieldmarketing made smarter 
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Radical collaboration: self-regulating Face to Face location 
management for a sustainable future 

For charities and many subscription-based commercial businesses, Face to Face (F2F) remains 
the most effective and scalable sales channel for new donors and repeat customers.  1
Commercial sectors including energy and telecom recognize F2F as a uniquely relevant channel 
for subscriber acquisition strategies while online and direct mail are increasingly challenged by 
an oversaturated marketplace.  2

What makes F2F so compelling is its ability to invoke a high 'urgency 
level' with each encounter, where an individual is invited to make a 
decision in a one-on-one moment with the canvasser. Compared to 
an online marketing user journey that must lead and motivate a user 
through a number of on-screen steps to complete their own sign up, 
the immediate and personal F2F experience is especially suited to 
fundraising causes and commercial services where a client’s 
meaning and value can be communicated in a live, in-person 
conversation. In short, F2F wields the power of human interaction. 

Now more than ever, this power proves to be a double-edged sword. The Covid-19 pandemic has 
challenged the industry to adapt to new standards quickly and keep teams and communities 
safe. It has underscored the urgency for F2F to adopt new approaches and practices that 
demonstrate preparedness and capability under continuous change. As F2F operators aim to 
balance their commercial activity within boundaries of public tolerance, communities are ever 
more sensitive to the flow of daily activities in their environment. As such, the F2F industry exists 
in a delicate relationship between general populations and governments, especially in 
established markets including the Netherlands, UK, and Australia.  3

At Briggs + Walker, our long-standing experience in the industry has shown that the majority of 
F2F operators strive to act lawfully and respect the communities they work in, seek to create 
repeat-clients through delivering good value, and want to operate sustainably into the future. 
But when the lines are crossed and limits pushed, the public and legislators are not concerned 
about specific operators to blame; rather, they seek to prevent the incidents from recurring. 
Individual complaints directed at our channel cumulatively creates negative pressure on the 
F2F industry at large. 

Location-related challenges 

While F2F issues pertaining to personal canvasser conduct are being addressed with skills 
training, issues related to capacity and location management persist. A familiar scenario unfolds 
in the following manner: multiple field teams unknowingly arrive to campaign in the same 
popular location, contributing to disproportionately canvassed areas or crowding. For the public 
individual, expectations of a leisurely stroll through a market square are disrupted by chaos, 
generating negative reactions from disinterest to frustration or anxiety. Meanwhile canvassers 
find themselves under unfair pressure to produce results, despite the increased competition for 
the same resources. For agencies and their clients, this means diminished campaign returns 
and wasted resources: when teams cross each other in the streets, nobody wins. 

  Source: Pareto Australia, 20161

 Source: Pareto Australia, 20172

  Countries with an established form of coordination across charities/agencies and that generate at least 340k new 3

donor sign-ups over a 25mln population (or equivalent ratio).
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When the public seeks a response to incidents, they do not look to regulating associations; they 
call their government representatives. In response, governments devise and implement 
measures to further regulate the activities stemming from the channel. This is an outcome that 
our industry must avoid creating at all costs, as imposed measures will be generally neither 
favourable or workable for the F2F industry. In established markets, complaints about specific 
channel activities have already led to severe consequences. By failing to address complaints 
over time, telemarketing and direct mail channels in the Netherlands and Belgium are now 
subject to controls such as ‘Do Not Call’ legislation and restrictions on unaddressed mail 
distribution, which has permanently altered the landscape of those sectors.  These legislations 4

have set a precedent that serve as a stark warning for the F2F channel. Despite increasing 
pressure and an absence of effective responses, some markets continue to take an ad hoc 
approach. For F2F operators examining the long-term viability of the channel, this issue will 
prove unavoidable. Without adequate measures the channel remains at risk. 

For emerging markets with fewer F2F agencies, activities may not elicit crowding or location 
problems in the short term. But as the practice grows, these markets are bound to encounter 
the same challenges. A proactive approach, based on learnings from established markets, can 
increase efficiency while shielding markets from the chances of punitive legislation. 

How can the F2F industry reduce pressure, avoid obtrusive legislations, and ensure that F2F and 
the public happily co-exist, while generating results for clients? Public complaints in themselves 
are not the issue; critical feedback helps our practice improve and keeps us aware of our impact. 
It will take more than any one F2F agency, operator, or category, no matter how large their 
market share, to fundamentally address the challenges of our channel. We believe that the best 
approach to address these issues is to do so collectively. 
 
Leveling up - together 

Self-regulation by definition is the process whereby members of an 
industry, trade or sector of the economy monitor their own adherence to 
legal, ethical, or safety standards, and in the F2F location context, the aim 
is to coordinate campaigning times and locations easily, accurately, and 
fairly between active F2F agencies and in-house teams to minimize 
pressure on the public, while maximizing the use of available prime 
locations.  These standards are maintained via shared sets of rules. We 5

will explain how these rules are brought to life using Briggs + Walker’s 
Location Manager platform. 

Self-regulation can enable all participants to professionalize to the same higher standards. With 
all stakeholders on the same page, issues of location, capacity, and transparency are addressed 
with commonly agreed solutions. An example of a self-regulation rule is the concept of cooling-
off periods, which can be applied to agencies and campaigns targeting specific locations. A 
cooling-off period effectively prevents locations from being overrun by too many canvassers or a 
single campaign during any given time interval by issuing mandatory breaks between 
bookings.  

 Source: Authoriteit persoonsgegevens4

 Source: Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary5
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Self-regulation rules are freely adjustable to meet any local market requirements. The cooling-
off periods for Street and D2D applied by the DDDN in The Netherlands are: 

If we take a popular Door to Door location for example, we can see how this rule might regulate 
the frequency and diversity of F2F marketing activities at such a location. An agency seeks to 
use the Door to Door location for their charity campaigns. Once the agency books the location 
for a particular campaign, their next booking here can occur at earliest 42 days later (35+7 days), 
allowing for other agencies to book the location while the example agency’s cooling off period 
takes place. They are free to book other locations in the meantime. Additionally a 14 day cooling-
off period on a campaign level assures that there is a constant variety of campaigns at each 
location. This rule ensures that a location is never monopolized by one agency or congested 
with too many agencies, leading to a calmer and more varied social environment. As a result, 
location conflicts are eliminated and the quality of F2F campaigns improve. Not only does this 
ensure fewer complaints and relieve pressure, but it also makes for a better signup experience. 

Self-regulation can be set and implemented through each market’s respective F2F association 
that oversees quality standards. When rules are monitored by an association, participants can 
still decide the specifics of articles, such as what the critical periods should be, whether the rules 
are fixed or whether there should be concessions, and other details. It is also possible to 
coordinate self-regulation measures without an association, as seen in the current Belgian 
market. There the association generally oversees matters of ethical and behavioral quality 
standards, while self-regulated location management has been adopted independently by F2F 
operators. Starting with a simple foundational setup, rules can evolve and be fine-tuned over 
time to suit respective market needs. A council election is recommended for a balanced group 
of representatives in order to resolve disputes or irregularities that may arise. 

Limits and possibilities of self-regulation  

In established markets, some agencies and in-
house teams have formed a version of self-
regulation initiatives to coordinate charity 
fundraising campaign activities. These initiatives 
start with a select number of Street and/or Door to 
Door (D2D) sites which are coordinated at monthly 
meetings, in-person or virtually using online 
spreadsheets and chat tools. While functional, this 
approach is hindered by limits and inefficiencies. 
Full-day planning requires agencies to send 
delegates to a monthly meeting. Planners must 
commit timing one month ahead, despite not 
knowing how many fundraisers will be available 
and/or confirmed client assignments they have. 
Post-meeting planning amendments must be made on back channels, inevitably leading to 
errors or even unfairness. Expand this method with a more granular street level, or add D2D 

Street Door to Door

Location 0 days 35 days

Agency 7 days 7 days

Campaign 14 days 14 days
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Booked by Charity
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https://www.dddn.nl/


sites on a national level, and this exercise quickly becomes unmanageable in a spreadsheet and 
online chat type of environment. 

Though location and capacity issues have persisted for some time, past attempts to resolve 
them may not have been possible for a combination of factors: the historically self-contained or 
siloed nature of the F2F industry and its stakeholders, regional market differences in 
organization, duration and saturation of market, and technological limitations to what was 
affordably possible. The most exciting development in self-regulation possibilities may be its 
technological aspect. Real-time, data-driven innovations in recent years have given Briggs + 
Walker the means to create Location Manager, a platform that easily, efficiently, and affordably 
offers powerful scales of capability and oversight, regardless of market maturity or size. 

The Netherlands Case Study 

What might self-regulation in practice look like at this moment? Consider the findings from the 
Netherlands, one of the most established and busiest F2F markets with the highest number of 
F2F signups per capita in the world.  6

Participating agencies in the Netherlands have applied data-driven self-regulation via 
Briggs+Walker’s Location Manager platform for Street campaigns since 2016. This administrative 
approach has evolved into a visual location management platform, combined with a flexible 
business rules engine that automates availability for each location, agency, and campaign based 
on commonly agreed cooling-off periods. This method has effectively changed the game for 
location managers, allowing them to adjust planning in real-time rather than negotiating with 
other agencies to exchange reserved sites. 

In addition to streamlining coordination, Location Manager makes it possible to connect with 
local municipalities to automate issuing of permits while reserving locations. The rules of each 
municipality are embedded as automated business rules to ensure compliance at all times. 
Booked locations may also be published to the public and serve as a centralized platform for 
inquiries from retailers and individuals. Each location can be made available according to local 
regulations, which in The Netherlands is 28 days in advance. Cancelled locations that have not 
been visited are automatically made available again without cooling off restrictions. 

In several markets, charities have already made a headstart with self-regulation via the Briggs + 
Walker self-regulation location platform, while commercial F2F operators serving clients in 
energy-, telecom-, insurance-, and home security sectors are expected to follow suit in the 
coming years. 

As part of an initiative to keep canvassers safe during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, Briggs +Walker Location Manager has 
connected with governmental institutions to create heat-
maps indicating the number of COVID-19 hospitalizations 
in each region. This way, planners can steer clear of higher 
risk areas and keep their canvassers safe. 

Location planners may also take advantage of advanced 
data intelligence to create custom heatmaps, identifying 
the hottest target areas that match best with their current 
campaigns. This way conversions grow while reducing 
negative pressures on the public domain at the same time. 

 Source: DDDN reports annual new donor sign-ups ranging between 400K - 450K over a population of 17mln6
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ActivityPlanning

Team location (1)

Location(s) Addresses Actions

AMSTERDAM Centrum 40

x

Mo

Energy Energy - D2DD2D - BWNL DMNL - HQ

Tu We Th Fr Sa Su Week

Facts Inhabitants HouseholdTeam history

AMSTERDAM Vondelbuurt (QU03630322) Amsterdam

1,877Number of
inhabitants

936Number of men

49,87%

941Number of woman

50,13%

918Number of
households

552,000Average property
value

37,000Average income

https://www.dddn.nl/


Key findings  

According to participating Dutch and Belgian agencies interviewed by Briggs + Walker, self-
regulation using B+W Location Manager had a significant impact on their capabilities and 
impact. Follow up feedback from participants noted improvements across their activities 
including: 

- Calmed pressure on the public domain 
By proactively self-regulating location management, agencies were able to eliminate 
location-related team crossovers, leading to fewer complaints. 

- Reduced administrative and meeting workloads 
Data-driven tools streamlined critical but time-consuming administrative tasks, removing the 
need for clash reports and freeing up many hours for higher value tasks. Feedback from 
participants included:  

“Monthly coordination meetings/clash reports and daily exchange requests 
between agencies were completely eliminated, resulting in 3 effort-days per 
month in time savings for my team.” 

- Plan in real-time, visually 
Complex time and location planning is presented visually, allowing all participants to see the 
big picture and respond with fuller context. 

“We used to plan up to a month ahead while coping with a highly volatile 
fundraiser/client base, and now we have switched to agile real-time location 
availability within a visual rules-based location manager.” 

- Distribute locations transparently and fairly 
When rules like cooling off periods are automated, all stakeholders can be confident they 
have fair access to locations and are operating in an unbiased process.  

“Locations are now assigned fairly and transparently based on automated 
availability rules and not necessarily based on the person with high likability or 
the loudest voice.” 

 
- Scale nationally across channels (Street/D2D/Private 

Sites) 
Agencies are able to roll out pilot campaigns and zonal tests 
seamlessly into larger national markets. Because B+W 
Location Manager is able to embed regional government 
rules, operators are automatically protected from non-
compliance as they expand to broader, unfamiliar territories. 

From this we identified factors that were crucial for a self-
regulation practice to function optimally: 

- Data intelligence as the new frontier to increase signups 
per shift 
In the spirit of working smarter, not harder, a data-
intelligent system allows planners to strategize the right 
locations and doors to send their teams, saving time, 
resources, and morale. 
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- Data-driven automation to remove barriers to effective self-regulation 
B+W Location Manager eliminates pervasive problems of bias, and gives all participants more 
control and transparency. With these higher standards, self-regulation can establish a position 
from which constructive dialogue between the sector and regulators can be held. 

- Collective investment in innovation 
A sophisticated self-regulation platform does not have to require significant upfront 
investment or ongoing maintenance costs. A robust third party solution with a strong 
innovation component eliminates the need for endless costly bespoke development 
investments. Third party development may also avoid bias and partisanship. 

Conclusion 

As the world continues to adapt to rapid change, the F2F industry has found itself at a 
crossroads; to transform or be transformed. With fickle public attitudes and the looming risk of 
government restrictions, business as usual is not an option. For established F2F markets, it is not 
too late to correct the course on location issues. For emerging markets, it’s an opportunity to 
learn from the biggest mistakes and avoid them. Collaboration in the form of self-regulation will 
be essential to levelling up and guarding the future of the F2F sales channel. Self-regulation can 
relieve pressures, standardise practices, and most importantly increase conversion, which are all 
crucial to a sustainable, evolving industry. 

The B+W Location Manager is a modular and flexible platform for data-driven and automated 
self-regulation, accessible to F2F operators of all scales, and customizable to the needs of each 
market. It is designed with the F2F industry in mind, to make your work simpler, faster and more 
sustainable. As a common platform, it can effectively eliminate the ongoing struggles that come 
from manually managing administrative and regulatory tasks; tasks which are securely handled 
through the latest technology. 

F2F is a fascinating channel that continues to deliver value for clients around the world. It is 
uniquely relevant in a time where societies are re-discovering the importance of human 
interactions. At Briggs + Walker we aim to combine this unique capability with the power of 
technology to unleash the full potential of F2F. We foresee a shared global platform to enable 
markets to drive development and innovation together. By sharing our strengths, we can 
stabilise our professional foundations from which we can cultivate a healthy, thriving industry. 

Ready to learn more? Here’s how to get started. 

Let us take you through an overview workshop (virtual or in-person). We’ll show you all about 
requirements, benefits, and best practices for F2F self-regulation, and examine how B+W 
Location Manager can apply to your situation when establishing self-regulation in your market. 
Start with self-regulation today and check us out at www.briggsandwalker.com. 
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